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Abstract
In this paper we study mechanisms that permit to augment the

FaaS middleware with support for Transactional Causal Consis-

tency (TCC). At first glance, it may seem that offering TCC to FaaS

applications can trivially be achieved, given that the FaaS paadigm

does not prevent applications from selecting the storage service

with the properties they need. Unfortunately, most TCC storage ser-

vices ensure consistency only to individual client processes, while

a FaaS application is executed by multiple, independent, worker

processes. Therefore, there is the need to coordinate the workers,

a task that can be a significant source of overhead. We propose a

novel architecture to support TCC in FaaS, named FaaSTCC, that

significantly reduces the coordination overhead. FaaSTCC achieves

this goal by augmenting the workers with a caching layer and by

implementing novel mechanisms that maximize the cache usage.

First, our storage layer offers to the caching layer a promise, that
sets a horizon where the versions retrieved by the cache are guar-

anteed to be consistent. Second, in FaaSTCC, functions coordinate

using snapshot intervals, that support the lazy identification of the

read snapshot, increasing the chances of using the cached values.

We have implemented and experimentally evaluated FaaSTCC. Our

results show that FaaSTCC achieves up to 5𝑥 lower average latency

and 6𝑥 lower tail latency than previous work.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization→ Cloud
computing; • Software and its engineering→ Consistency.

Keywords: Distributed Systems, Function as a Service, Transac-

tional Causal Consistency
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1 Introduction
Serverless computing, in particular the Function-as-a-Service (FaaS)

abstraction, has gained significant attention [12, 27, 28, 36, 39]. Sys-

tems that implement this abstraction, such as AWS Lambda or

Google Cloud Functions, allow programmers to execute functions
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in the cloud without having to provision or maintain servers. Ap-

plications can be constructed by composing multiple functions [4],

that are executed independently, possibly on different machines,

managed by a run-time that automatically deals with load balancing,

fault tolerance, and varying resource requirements. FaaS platforms

achieve flexible autoscaling by disaggregating the computation and

storage layers, so they can scale independently [24].

Most FaaS implementations are optimized for performance and

low cost. Many AWS Lambda use cases [3] use DynamoDB and

Amazon S3 as storage layer. This weakens the consistency provided

to the users [27]. For instance, Amazon S3 offers linearizable writes

but no atomic multi-writes (and even Read Your Writes guarantees

are only available since 2020). This means that applications can

observe intermediate or mutually inconsistent results that may

take the system to unwanted states [20, 40], with potential severe

consequences, such as capital loss [26]. These disadvantages can be

mitigated if the programmer develops compensation functions to

deal with consistency anomalies, a strategy initially proposed in the

Sagas system [23]. However, compensation actions do not prevent

clients from observing inconsistent states and may significantly

increase the code complexity [16, 29].

This justifies the search for mechanisms that can offer stronger

guarantees in FaaS, a trend that has been observed in the past for

other services. In fact, is possible to find several examples of services

that started by offering weak consistency (mainly for performance

reasons), but gradually introduced support for stronger consistency

levels, due to the large benefits that this bring to application devel-

opers. For instance, in [2] one can find the motivation for increasing

the consistency model provided by Amazon S3, which includes re-

quirements from large customers such as Dropbox and Salesforce.

Similarly, DynamoDB [19] was initially proposed as a weakly con-

sistent NoSQL database but, today, supports different consistency

levels, including ACID transactions [1]. It is therefore credible that

techniques to support stronger consistency levels in this context

will be needed in the future.

In this paper we study mechanisms that permit to augment the

FaaS middleware with support for Transactional Causal Consis-

tency (TCC) [11]. Although other alternative consistency levels

could be considered, there is a strong appeal in selecting TCC in

this context. On one hand, CC can be implemented using non-

blocking algorithms as it does not require locks nor the execution

of a consensus protocols to coordinate participants, circumvent-

ing the CAP theorem [25]. Therefore, TCC has the potential to

be offered without imposing significant performance impairments

on the FaaS infrastructure. On the other hand, TCC is powerful

enough to avoid relevant anomalies and, furthermore, it has been
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shown that it is possible to verify automatically if a given transac-

tional program, when executed over a causally consistent database,

exhibits serializable behaviour [18, 38].

At first glance, it may seem that offering TCC to FaaS applications

can trivially be achieved given that the application can select the

storage service with the properties it needs. For instance, instead of

selecting Amazon S3, as some of the use case described in [3], the

application could select a storage layer that offers TCC, among the

several designs that have emerged in recent years, such as Cure [11],

Wren [41] and Occult [35]. However, the TCC storage alone is not

enough, because all these storage services ensure TCC to individual
client processes. Namely, TCC storage services require the client

processes to keep metadata that captures the consistent snapshot

they are using; this metadata is key to enforce consistency. In

FaaS, an application is composed of multiple functions, potentially

executed by different workers. Therefore, there is the need to ensure

TCC across different workers, which requires the metadata to be

shared, introducing additional sources of overhead. Furthermore,

in order to ensure that consistent versions are returned, workers

may be forced to contact the storage layer, preventing the effective

use of caches, a key ingredient to achieve performance.

HydroCache [45] is a first attempt at providing TCC to FaaS.

For better performance, HydroCache uses a caching layer, that

runs in compute nodes, and that mediates the access to the storage

layer [45]. To ensure that caches serve values from a consistent

snapshot [22], HydroCache passes per-key dependencies from func-

tion to function. As we will show in the evaluation, the amount

of information that needs to be transferred from site to site can

be a significant impairment to performance. Furthermore, because

HydroCache uses a weakly consistent storage layer, at each cache,

several rounds of communication with the storage backend may be

needed in order to obtain a version of the data that belongs to the

snapshot used by the client, a phenomenon that is more likely to

occur in face of skewed workloads, with a negative impact on the

tail latency [14]. This may add a latency penalty in the data access,

leading to long tail latencies in the execution of functions.

In this paper, we propose a novel architecture to support TCC

in FaaS, with the aim of reducing both the average and the tail la-

tency of transaction execution. Our approach, that we have named

FaaSTCC, combines, in a synergistic way, a multi-site cache with a

TCC storage-layer. The key idea is that different workers can coor-

dinate in an efficient manner by using a small amount of metadata

that is passed from function to function, in the form of a snapshot
interval, two timestamps that capture the versions that can be read

by the application. Furthermore, when the storage layer serves a

cache, it offers a consistency promise, that sets a horizon, in the

timeline of transactions, where the returned values are guaranteed

to still be consistent. As we show in the evaluation, our layered

approach, using these coordination services, can significantly re-

duce both the amount of information that needs to be exchanged

among multiple sites and the number of times workers are required

to access the storage.

We have implemented FaaSTCC and experimentally evaluated

it against HydroCache [45]. Our results show that our mechanisms

are highly efficient. First, by using snapshot intervals to coordinate

caches, FaaSTCC can outperform HydroCache even with the cache

disabled, since it uses much less metadata to ensure consistent reads.

Second, the promises provided by our storage layer to the caching

layer can avoid many unnecessary accesses to be backend, even

in challenging scenarios, such as in settings where the read-set

and the write-set are not known a priori. As a result, FaaSTCC

achieves up to 5𝑥 lower average latency and 6𝑥 lower tail latency

than HydroCache for dynamic transactions.

2 Related Work
Several systems have proposed the use of caches to improve both

the consistency guarantees and to improve performance. How-

ever, most of these systems do not consider transactions that span

multiple caches or do not enforce transactional causal consistency.

SwiftCloud [37] and Bolt-on Causal Consistency [17] ensures that

clients always read from a causally consistent snapshot; however

it does not support transactions or consistency across caches. A

number of recent works focus on offering caching systems for

FaaS [42, 43]; however, these works either do not ensure consis-

tency across multiple functions or offer only eventual consistency

guarantees.

There is an extensive literature on the implementation of transac-

tions in weakly consistent stores. Relevant works include Orbe [21],

GentleRain [22], and Cure [11] that use physical clocks to order the

transactions, and Wren [41] that uses hybrid clocks. These systems

are decentralized, and use a “stabilization” procedure, where parti-

tions exchange information to know whose timestamps are in the

past of all other nodes, to check when it is safe to apply updates.

Other systems, rely on a centralized component that can totally

order read transactions with regard to write transactions. A system

that implements this strategy is ChainReaction [13]. This central-

ized component is a bottleneck that limits scalability. Systems like

COPS [32] and Eiger [33] use explicit dependency checking, a tech-

nique that requires clients to keep track of all versions in their

causal past, to ensure consistency. Unfortunately, the latter strategy

can force clients to carry large amounts of metadata.

To the best of our knowledge, HydroCache [45] is the only pre-

vious work that offers transactional causal consistency to FaaS

applications. HydroCache is based on a caching layer that is kept

mutually consistent using techniques inspired by systems such

as COPS. In HydroCache, when a transaction writes an object, it

stores with the object the versions of the objects that are in the

causal past of that transaction, together with the version of the

other objects written by the transaction (this metadata is denoted

the dependency list). When a transaction reads an object it also

extracts the dependency list. Furthermore, if a transaction reads

an object that is already in the dependency list, the worker that

performs the read operation ensures that a fresh copy is returned

(i.e, a copy with version number equal or greater than the one

stored in the dependency list). Due to the asynchrony of the sys-

tem, the worker may need to contact the storage multiple times

before it manages to obtain a fresh version. The performance of

HydroCache is penalized by the amount of metadata it needs to

coordinate through multiple caches and by the fact that it may

need to read multiple times from storage to obtain a consistent

version. Thus, the performance of HydroCache differs significantly

in function of the workload skew and, even when the skew is large

(the most favorable case for HydroCache), it exhibits a large tail

latency.

One could consider an alternative approach to offer TCC to FaaS

that would consist in avoiding the use of a cache and, instead, use

directly a TCC storage layer that would serve reads with constant
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metadata [34]. However, as we show in our evaluation, the advan-

tages that a caching layer can bring to FaaS are significant, thus,

eliminating the cache is not efficient. On the other hand, finding

the most recent snapshot that is stable in every cache (as done

in [34]) is not trivial, as it requires clients to know which versions

are already visible to avoid serving stale data, something that is

infeasible in a dynamic environment such as FaaS.

3 Background
In this section, we briefly introduce the system model that we have

considered in the design of FaaSTCC. We also define causal consis-

tency and its extensions, which are essential for the understanding

of the paper.

3.1 FaaS-based Applications
We assume that applications are defined as a composition of state-

less functions, which are written using off-the-shelf programming

languages such as Python. Functions may return results, that are

passed to other functions, but may also read from and/or write

to stable storage. Compositions of functions can be modeled by

a graph, with one root function, and one or more sink functions.

A function can have one or more child functions and passes its

results to all its children. In a graph where a function has multiple

children, child functions can be executed in parallel. A function

that has multiple parents, merges the results from its parents be-

fore executing. If a function is invoked before another, during the

execution of the graph, the former is denoted to be upstream and

the latter to be downstream. In this paper we treat each composition

as a single transaction, for which we provide Transactional Causal

Consistency guarantees (discussed below).

Transactions can be classified according to the set of data objects

read and written by the functions. If the set of objects is fixed and

can be known a priori (either because it is explicitly declared by the
programmer, or because it can be extracted using static analysis

of the code), the transaction is said to be static. It has been shown

that prior knowledge regarding the read-set and the write-set of

transactions can be used to optimize distributed transactions [9, 45].

However, obtaining this knowledge is not always possible. In this

work we are particularly interested in supporting general (also

denoted dynamic) transactions, where the read and write-set cannot
be known a priori.

Note that in our experiments, compositions are limited to Di-

rected Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) because our prototype builds on

previous work, namely Cloudburst [42], that has this constraint.

However, FaaSTCC can also work with graphs that have cycles (in

fact, it is agnostic to the fact that a given function is called just once

or multiple times in a graph). Our implementation also assumes

that each DAG has a single sink function, with no further down-

stream function; the results of the sink function are returned to the

user and/or written in the storage. Graphs that have multiple sink

functions can be automatically extended to satisfy this constraint,

by adding a dummy sync function that does nothing more that

aggregate the outputs of the multiple sinks in the original graph

before writing the aggregated results to stable storage.

3.2 System Model
We consider the generic and widely adopted FaaS architecture,

where stateful storage is decoupled from the function execution.

Ka

Kb

Va1 Va2

Vb1 Vb2

T1 T2

T3

T4

Client 12

Client 4

Client 3

Figure 1. 𝑇3 and 𝑇4 violate TCC

Functions are executed by executor threads deployed in several

compute nodes, and each compute node is responsible for one or

more functions, that can be replicated across a different number

of compute nodes. Each compute node has a pool of processing

threads. The storage layer is, in itself, a distributed component.

Typically, the storage layer is implemented by a distributed key-

value store, that partitions the data in multiple shards, and each

shard is stored in a different set of machines. In turn, each shard

may also be replicated. Each function invocation is assigned to a

given compute node by a function scheduler layer that receives all
requests and routes them to worker threads based on heuristics that

take into account different criteria such as CPU utilization and data

locality. Our work is agnostic to the way functions are assigned to

computing nodes.

3.3 Causal Consistency
The causal dependencies of an operation are determined by the

happened-before relation (;) originally defined by Lamport [31]

for message-passing systems and subsequently adapted to shared

memory [10]:

• Thread of Execution. If 𝑎 and 𝑏 are two operations exe-

cuted by the same function execution, then 𝑎 ; 𝑏 if 𝑎 is

executed before 𝑏.

• Reads From. If 𝑎 is an update operation and 𝑏 is a read

operation that reads the value written by 𝑎, then 𝑎 ; 𝑏.

• Transitivity. If 𝑎 ; 𝑏 and 𝑏 ; 𝑐 , then 𝑎 ; 𝑐 .

In the following, we adopt the notation of [8]. Let𝑤1 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣1) and
𝑤2 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣2) be two write operations, by different processes, 𝑝1 and

𝑝2, on 𝑘𝑎 and 𝑘𝑏 respectively. Let 𝑟3 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣1) and 𝑟3 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣2) be two
read operations by the same process 𝑝3, where 𝑟3 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣1) is executed
before 𝑟3 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣2) (note that 𝑟3 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣1) returns the value written by

𝑤1 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣1) and 𝑟3 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣2) returns the value written by 𝑤2 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣2)).
This execution satisfies Causal Consistency (CC) if there was no

write𝑤𝑥 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣𝑥 ) such that𝑤2 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣2) ; 𝑤𝑥 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣𝑥 ) ; 𝑤1 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣1).

3.4 Transactional Causal Consistency
Many applications include sequences of write operations, named

transactions, whose effects are expected by the programmer to be-

come visible atomically. However, causal consistency is defined for

individual operations, regardless of how these operations are tied

in the application logic. Thus, causal consistency allows sequences

of read and write operations to produce unexpected outcomes.

Consider the example depicted in Figure 1, with two write trans-

actions 𝑇1 and 𝑇2, executed by the same client, such that 𝑇1 ;

𝑇2, where transaction 𝑇1 = ⟨𝑤1 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣𝑎1),𝑤1 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣𝑏1)⟩ and transac-

tion 𝑇2 = ⟨𝑤2 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣𝑎2),𝑤2 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣𝑏2)⟩. Each write transaction cre-

ates a new consistent snapshot of the key-value store. Consider
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also two read transactions 𝑇3 = ⟨𝑟3 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣𝑏3), 𝑟3 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣𝑎3)⟩ and 𝑇4 =

⟨𝑟4 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣𝑎4), 𝑟4 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣𝑏4)⟩. CC guarantees that in case that 𝑇3 reads

𝑣𝑏3 = 𝑣𝑏2 written by 𝑇2 then, later it should read 𝑣𝑎3 = 𝑣𝑎2 also

written by 𝑇2 (and not the previous value 𝑣𝑎1 written by 𝑇1). This

guarantee results from the fact that𝑤1 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣𝑎1) ; 𝑤1 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣𝑏1) ;
𝑤2 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣𝑎2) ; 𝑤2 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣𝑏2) being independent from the way that

operations are ordered in a transaction. However, CC allows that

𝑇3 reads 𝑣𝑏1 (from 𝑇1) and subsequently reads 𝑣𝑎2 (from 𝑇2), as de-

picted in the figure. Also, CC allows 𝑇4 to read 𝑣𝑎1 (from 𝑇1) and

subsequently to read 𝑣𝑏2 (from 𝑇2). Neither of these sequences vio-

lates causal consistency, but they introduce unexpected behaviors,

as illustrated be the following example:

Example: Consider a social network application, where the

friendship relations are symmetric, and one needs to ensure the

following invariant. If user 𝑢1 is visible in the friends list of 𝑢2, then

𝑢2 needs to also be visible in the friends list of 𝑢1. Consider that 𝑘𝑖
stores the friends list of 𝑢𝑖 and that the transaction 𝑇1 establishes a

new relation of friendship between 𝑢𝑎 and 𝑢𝑏 , and that 𝑇2 erases

that relation. In this case, both 𝑇3 and 𝑇4 would read a state that

would violate the application’s invariant.

Transactional Causal Consistency (TCC) extends CC with ad-

ditional guarantees, that are enforced on operations that are part

of the same transaction. More precisely, TCC combines the follow-

ing guarantees, as introduced in [11]: i) Transactions read from

a causally consistent snapshot, which represents a view of the

data store that includes the effects of all transactions that causally

precede it. ii) A transaction updating multiple objects respects atom-

icity, i.e., all updates occur and are made visible simultaneously, or

none does. Applying updates in this fashion creates a new causally

consistent snapshot of the store.

TCC avoids the anomalies described above by ensuring that

transactions read from a causal snapshot, and that updates are atom-

ically visible. A causal snapshot is a set of item versions such that all

causal dependencies of those versions are also included in the snap-

shot. For any two write operations, if 𝑤1 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣𝑎1) ; 𝑤2 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣𝑏2)
and both 𝑣𝑎1 and 𝑣𝑏2 belong to the same causal snapshot, then

there is no 𝑤3 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣𝑎3), such that 𝑤1 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣𝑎1) ; 𝑤3 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣𝑎3) ;
𝑤2 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣𝑏2). Informally, a causal snapshot includes the most recent

value of each key before the logical time that defines the snapshot.

Atomic visibility guarantees that either all items written by a

transaction are visible to other transactions, or none are. Updates

are atomically visible if a transaction 𝑇2 writes 𝑤2 (𝑘𝑎, 𝑣𝑎2) and
𝑤2 (𝑘𝑏 , 𝑣𝑏2), then any snapshot visible to other transactions either

includes both 𝑣𝑎2 and 𝑣𝑏2 or neither one of them. Note that TCC is

weaker that Snapshot Isolation [15] and allows concurrent trans-

actions to write on the same set of keys. Still, atomic visibility is

strong enough to avoid the anomaly illustrated by 𝑇3 and allows

to maintain symmetric relations between entities. Reading from a

causal snapshot also avoids the anomaly of 𝑇4.

4 FaaSTCC
FaaSTCC augments the FaaS middleware with support for Transac-

tional Causal Consistency. Previous work achieves this goal via a

caching layer alone [45], without any TCC support from the storage

system. However, as we will show, this approach makes it hard to

use the cache efficiently. An alternative design, could use instead a

TCC storage without the caching layer but, as we will also show

FaaSTCC
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Figure 2. FaaSTCC Architecture.

in the evaluation, this approach prevents significant gains to be

achieved.

FaaSTCC aims at combining the advantages of both approaches:

it uses a caching layer to avoid unnecessary accesses to storage,

and a TCC storage layer, augmented with mechanisms to ease the

job of checking the consistency of the cache. In short, FaaSTCC

consists of four main components, as illustrated in Figure 2: Client
library: used by the functions to read and write from persistent

store (via the caching layer); Caching layer: keeps objects accessed
in the past and, additionally, pro-actively stores new versions of

objects recently read; Augmented TCC Storage layer: offers TCC
storage augmented with helper services that simplify the task of

coordinating multiple workers/caches; Coordination layer: imple-

ments the required coordination between client libraries executing

functions on behalf of the same transaction, such that all functions

read from the same snapshot (arrows labeled "1" in Fig. 2) and the

coordination between the client libraries and the storage layer, to

ensure that different functions read mutually consistent versions

(arrows labeled "2" in Fig. 2).

Note that the architecture presented in Figure 2 does not repre-

sent all possible FaaS architectures. As we will discuss in Section 5,

this architecture matches the architecture of the tools we use to

build our prototype, namely Cloudburst [42], and it can easily be

compared with the architecture used by related work, namely Hy-

droCache [45].

4.1 Rationale
In the following, we motivate why the layered approach proposed

by FaaSTCC is advantageous.

We start by illustrating the limitations of attempting to achieve

TCC in a caching layer, while accessing an eventually consistent

store. Consider a FaaS transaction 𝑇 that needs to read mutually

consistent versions of two objects 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 that are stored in

different storage partitions. 𝑇 reads a version 𝑣1 of 𝑘1 from one

partition and version 𝑣2 of 𝑘2 from another partition. Assume that

𝑣2 belongs to a more recent snapshot than 𝑣1. 𝑇 needs to read 𝑘1
again. Unfortunately, it can now read a version 𝑣 ′

1
that belongs to

a more recent snapshot than 𝑣2, forcing 𝑇 to read 𝑘2 again. This

sequence can be repeated indefinitely. In practice, if the workload is

skewed and 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 are frequently accessed data items, the cache

may be forced to access the data store multiple rounds. This heavily

affects the tail latency of transactions. HydroCache is vulnerable to

this pattern (in our experiments, we have observed sequences of

up to 23 accesses for reading one item). If TCC is supported at the

storage layer, one can prevent such long sequence of accesses to
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the data store from occurring, as it is possible to ensure that clients

can read from stable storage a consistent snapshot in a bounded,

and small, number of rounds [11, 33, 41].

Given the challenges in using the cache efficiently, one could

consider to eliminate the cache and use a TCC storage instead. But,

in this case, some form of coordination among workers is needed.

In fact, all TCC storage services require the client to maintain some

metadata to observe a consistent state. In FaaS, where an applica-

tion is executed by multiple workers, this metadata needs to be ex-

changed among functions. If the metadata is large, as in COPS [32]

and HydroCache, this metadata may be significant source of over-

head. If the metadata is small, such as in system like PORT [34],

clients may not be served fresh versions of data to avoid blocking.

Furthermore, not using a cache at all may result in poor perfor-

mance.

FaaSTCC aims at combining the advantages of the use of a

caching layer, namely the possibility of serving reads without ac-

cessing the storage layer, with the advantages of using a TCC

storage layer, namely being able to offer TCC semantics with small

metadata. Still, the combination of these two layers is far from triv-

ial. For instance, systems like PORT require clients to keep track of

all storage partitions to capture the stable snapshot; these mech-

anisms cannot be easily extended for the caches, because in FaaS,

the number of workers may be very large and highly dynamic.

FaaSTCC proposes novel coordination mechanisms that simplify

the inter-cache coordination and the coordination of the caching

layer with the storage layer. The FaaSTCC TCC storage layer offers

to the caching layer a promise, that sets a horizonwhere the versions
retrieved by the cache are guaranteed to be consistent. Furthermore,

inter-cache coordination is achieved using metadata of constant

size, more specifically, a snapshot interval, composed of just two

timestamps, that captures the set of versions that a given function

can read without violating consistency. Snapshot interval allows

the read snapshot to be lazily evaluated, and increase the chances

of finding consistent values in the cache. The combined use of

snapshot intervals and promises ensures that function can often

read safely from the cache, avoiding unnecessary accesses to the

storage layer.

4.2 FaaSTCC Storage Layer
The FaaSTCC storage layer exports read and write operations,

namely TCC_WriteTX and TCC_ReadTX. Note that read/write trans-
actions can be implemented by executing one or more TCC_ReadTX
operations followed by one final TCC_WriteTX operation.

The interface assumes that every write operation is assigned

a write timestamp 𝑡 that is stored together with the value. Thus,

for each value written in the key-value store, a tuple ⟨𝑘, 𝑣, 𝑡𝑣⟩ is
maintained. Objects written by the same transaction are assigned

exactly the same write timestamp. This is possible because, when

executing a write transaction, all writes are buffered and applied

atomically by the sink function. Timestamps are partially ordered,

and if 𝑇 1 ; 𝑇 2
, then 𝑡2 > 𝑡1. Also, let two values, for different

objects, be ⟨𝑘, 𝑣, 𝑡𝑣⟩ and ⟨𝑘 ′, 𝑣 ′, 𝑡𝑣′⟩: if 𝑡𝑣 ≯ 𝑡𝑣
′
and 𝑡𝑣

′
≯ 𝑡𝑣 , then

values 𝑣 and 𝑣 ′ have been written by concurrent transactions.

The current version of the FaaSTCC Storage Layer has been im-

plemented on top of Wren [41] that uses hybrid clocks [30]. How-

ever, we have designed our cache coordination algorithms such that

timestamps are treated as abstract data types. This would simplify

the work of implementing alternative versions of the FaaSTCC

Storage Layer on top of other TCC storage systems, such as [11, 33],

if needed.

The TCC_WriteTX operation is responsible for writing to store

multiple keys: it receives as input a key value map, and returns a

commit timestamp assigned to that transaction. TCC_WriteTX guar-

antees atomic visibility, i.e., either all items written by a transaction

are made visible to other transactions, or none is.

The TCC_ReadTX operation returns the values of a set of keys

at a given snapshot time. The primitive receives as input a key set

and a timestamp 𝑡snapshot. It returns mutually consistent values: for

each key 𝑘 in the read-set, the primitive returns the corresponding

value 𝑣𝑘 with the associated timestamp 𝑡𝑣
𝑘
and a promise𝑣

𝑘
. The value

timestamp 𝑡𝑣
𝑘
corresponds to the most recent version of that key

such that 𝑡𝑣
𝑘
≤ 𝑡snapshot. The promise𝑣

𝑘
sets a horizon for that version,

i.e., the value of the most recent snapshot where that version is

guaranteed to still be valid. This is either the timestamp of the next

version (if there is any) or the timestamp of the last committed

transaction (that may have touched different keys, other than key

𝑘): all future values of that key are guaranteed to have a timestamp

greater than promise𝑣
𝑘
.

To avoid aborting or retrying read transactions multiple times,

we assume that the FaaSTCC storage layer may return old values for

a given key, even if more recent versions beyond the read interval

already exist. This requires the storage system to maintain multiple

versions for the same key. In practice, this is not a limitation, as

all the storage systems that offer TCC do implement Multi Version

Concurrency Control (MVCC) for better performance [11, 33, 41].

Naturally, any implementation needs to garbage collect older ver-

sion at some point. If no version in the requested interval exists,

TCC_ReadTX returns null, and the client will be forced to abort

and restart the transaction from a recent snapshot. In fact, our algo-

rithms also ensure correctness even if the storage layer only keeps

a single version of each item (the most recent) but, in this case, long

lived read transaction have an increased chance of aborting.

Finally, the FaaSTCC storage layer implements a publish/subscribe

service that allows the caching layer to subscribe to updates to a set

of keys. When the subscribed keys are updated, the new versions

are periodically pushed to the subscribing caches. A cache can un-

subscribe from a set of keys at any point and will stop receiving

notifications for those keys.

4.3 Caching Layer
The FaaSTCC cache is implemented as a local in-memory key-value

store that keeps a copy of the most recent read/written value of

keys accessed in the past by multiple function executors on each

node. The size of the cache is a parameter that can be tuned by

the system administrator. In the current implementation, we use a

Least Recently Used (LRU) policy to replace entries in the cache,

but our algorithms are oblivious to the cache replacement strategy.

Each entry in the cache is a tuple ⟨key, value, t, promise⟩, where
key is the item unique identifier, value is the last known value for

that object, t is the timestamp of the write transaction that wrote

that value and, as described before, promise is a guarantee, provided
by the storage service, that any future update to the key will have

a timestamp no smaller than promised timestamp. The promise
field is extensively used to avoid calling the storage service unless

strictly needed. For instance, assume that some function executor

needs to access the most recent version of object 𝑘 with timestamp
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lower than 100. If the cache entry for 𝑘 has content ⟨k, v, 80, 120⟩,
one can infer that the cached value can be safely returned to the

function, as there is a promise that any future update to 𝑘 will have

a timestamp greater than 120.

To increase the chance that the cache is up-to-date when a re-

quest is received from a function executor, the FaaSTCC subscribes

updates for all the caches keys from the storage system. Updates

are received asynchronously, and there may be a delay between

the time the update is stored at the persistent store and the time

it is received at a given cache. Furthermore, because the system is

asynchronous, two different caches, at different nodes, may receive

the same update at different moments.

When a cache receives an update ⟨key, value, t, promise⟩, for a
given key, it checks if the update is fresh and applies or discard the

update accordingly (due to the notification service’s asynchrony,

an update can be received late). Although the update mechanism

helps in keeping the content of the cache up-to-date, explicit cache

invalidation mechanisms are not required by FaaSTCC. This hap-

pens because TCC does not requires a transaction to read from the

most recent snapshot, but only from a snapshot that is consistent

with both causality and atomic visibility.

4.4 Client Library
Every time a function needs to read or write an object, it invokes

the client library. The library keeps a copy of all objects read or

written by the function. Thus, even if other transactions update the

objects, the function keeps observing a consistent snapshot of the

storage. This is particularly relevant to prevent read-only transac-

tions from aborting unnecessarily. The client library interacts with

the FaaSTCC caching layer maintained at each compute node.

4.5 Read Consistency and Snapshot Interval
Before describing the operation of the client library, we discuss the

notion of snapshot interval, a key concept in FaaSTCC to maximize

the probability of getting a hit in the caching layer. Snapshot inter-
vals allow for the lazy identification of a transaction read snapshot,

based on the actual content of the cache. Consider a sequential DAG

with just two functions 𝑓𝑥 and 𝑓𝑦 , executed in this order. Assume

that 𝑓𝑥 read a single key 𝑘 and that a value of 𝑘 is found in the cache

of worker that executes 𝑓𝑥 with value ⟨k, v, 80, 120⟩. Assume that

function 𝑓𝑦 is executed by a different worker with its own cache,

and that 𝑓𝑦 needs to read some other key 𝑘 ′. Assume that a version

of 𝑘 ′ is found in the cache of 𝑓𝑦 ’s worker. Several scenarios can

occur:

Case 1: The value of 𝑘 ′ in the cache is ⟨k’, v’, 50, 60⟩. In this case,

the value is only guaranteed to be consistent up to snapshot 60.

There may exist a version of 𝑘 ′ with timestamp in the interval

]60, 80[ in the past of the value ⟨k, v, 80, 120⟩ already read by the

transaction. In this case, the value of 𝑘 ′ is not guaranteed to be

consistent, and FaaSTCC needs to refresh the cache from the storage

system, updating the promise or obtaining a newer version.

Case 2: The value of 𝑘 ′ in the cache is ⟨k’, v’, 50, 90⟩. In this case,

thanks to the information provided by the promise, it is known that

there is no other version of 𝑘 ′ in the interval ]80, 90[. Therefore,
the value of 𝑘 ′ is consistent with the value of 𝑘 and can be returned

from the cache. Note that a single function, reading directly from

the storage using, for instance, 𝑡snapshot = 85 would read exactly

these versions of 𝑘 and 𝑘 ′.

Case 3: The value of 𝑘 ′ in the cache is ⟨k’, v’, 90, 130⟩. In this case,

although this version of 𝑘 ′ has been written in the future of the

version of 𝑘 , from the promise of 𝑘 we know that the two versions

are mutually consistent. This is because we know that there are no

other version of 𝑘 in the interval ]90, 120[. In fact, a single function,

reading directly from the storage using, for instance, 𝑡snapshot = 100

would read exactly these versions of 𝑘 and 𝑘 ′.
Case 4: The value of𝑘 ′ in the cache is ⟨k’, v’, 130, 140⟩. In this case,

the version is not guaranteed to be consistent, because there may

some other version of key 𝑘 with timestamp larger than 120 (the

promise for 𝑘) in the past of the version of 𝑘 ′ (that has timestamp

130). In this case, FaaSTCC needs to read an older, consistent version

from the storage system.

In order to maximize the use of the cache, we need to pass from

𝑓𝑥 to 𝑓𝑦 metadata that is: i) as small as possible; ii) prevents the

inconsistent values, such as the ones in Cases 1 and Case 4 above,

to be read; iii) allows all consistent values, such as the ones in

Cases 2 and Case 3 above, to be read without forcing an access to

the storage layer.

Note that one could select a single snapshot value to perform

inter-cache coordination. While this would ensure correctness (as

reading from a single snapshot from a TCC store yields a consistent

view) it would also perform poorly, because it would miss many

opportunities to use the cache. For instance, if all functions would

read from snapshot 80, in the Case 3 above the value in 𝑓𝑦 ’s cache

would not be used (although it is consistent). If all function would

read from snapshot 120, in the Case 2 above the value in 𝑓𝑦 ’s cache

would not be used (although it is consistent). By using the snapshot
interval to coordinate functions, we ensure that the cache of 𝑓𝑦 can

be used both in Case 2 and Case 3.

Instead of deciding a fixed read snapshot interval when the

transaction starts, we use a snapshot interval, a range of snapshot
values that can be used when performing a read. In the example

above, the snapshot interval passed from 𝑓𝑥 to 𝑓𝑦 would be [80, 120],
where 80 is the snapshot that generated the value of 𝑘 and 120 is

the promise know for 𝑘 at the time the value was written. Reading

a value of 𝑘 ′ from any snapshot in this interval is guaranteed to be

consistent. By using snapshot intervals, the actual read snapshot is

evaluated lazily, depending on the actual content of the caches.

Assume that a function 𝑓𝑥 is executing with snapshot interval

[𝑠low, 𝑠high] and obtains the tuple ⟨𝑙, 𝑣𝑙 , 𝑡𝑣𝑙 , promise𝑣
𝑙
⟩ when reading

some object 𝑙 . This reading is consistent with the snapshot interval

if the following inequalities hold:

(promise𝑣
𝑙
≥ 𝑠low) ∧ (𝑡𝑣𝑙 ≤ 𝑠high) (1)

When a reading is consistent with [𝑠low, 𝑠high], the read-set of
𝑓𝑥 is updated, i.e., the new value will be added to 𝑅𝑥 . Furthermore,

the snapshot interval is updated as follows:

𝑠low = max(𝑠low, 𝑡𝑙 ) ∧ 𝑠high = min(𝑠high, 𝑝𝑙 ) (2)

4.6 Processing Reads
When a function executor needs to read an object, it issues a read

request to the client library. At this point, two scenarios can occur.

If the invoking function has previously accessed the object, the

client library already has a copy of that object. In this case, the

version stored in the library is returned. Otherwise, the client li-

brary forwards the read request to the caching layer. The snapshot
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interval [𝑠low, 𝑠high] is provided as an input parameter to the read

operation. As noted before, the fact that we use an interval instead

of a single fixed snapshot maximizes the chances of finding an

appropriate hit in the cache. If there is a Cache Miss, i.e., the object
is not cached, the cache forwards the read operation to the storage

layer, and creates a new entry when the reply is received. If the

object is already cache, there is a Cache Hit. Unfortunately, having
the object in the cache is not enough to ensure the correctness of

the application. One needs to check if the cached version is consis-

tent with the interval specified by the client library. Assume that

the cached version has the following content ⟨𝑘, 𝑣𝑘 , 𝑡𝑣𝑘 , promise𝑣
𝑘
⟩.

Three different situations may occur:

The cached version is consistent: The cache uses Eq. 1 to check

if the value stored locally is consistent with the snapshot interval

specified by the client library. If the value in the cache is consistent,

it can be returned to the function.

The desired version has been replaced (𝑠high < 𝑡𝑣
𝑘
): In this case, the

function needs an older version that is no longer in the cache. The

request is forwarded to the storage layer using 𝑡snapshot = 𝑠high and

the reply is returned back to the client library without updating

the cache.

The current version is stale (promise𝑣
𝑘
< 𝑠low): In this case, the

cache may be stale and a refresh is needed. A read request is sent the

storage layer with 𝑡snapshot = 𝑠high. When the storage layer returns,

the cache is updated accordingly and the new value is returned.

4.7 Processing Writes
When a function executor needs to update a set of objects, it does so

via the client library. The client library keeps a copy of the written

items. If the function subsequently reads the written items, the

version kept by the library is returned to the function. This ensures

that transactions see their own writes. When a function terminates,

the written values are passed to the next function(s) in the DAG

and the versions kept by the library are deleted.

When the transaction commits at the sink function, the client

library forwards the write request directly to the storage layer. The

storage layer assigns a write timestamp to the transaction. The

values committed by the transaction are not cached immediately.

Instead, they may be cached later, only if a transaction needs them.

By avoiding to update the cache eagerly, FaaSTCC increases the

chances that other transactions read from stable snapshots.

4.8 Multi-Site Coordination
Given that a user level transaction is executed in multiple compute

nodes, executors must coordinate to ensure that all reads are made

on the same consistent snapshot. In FaaSTCC this coordination

is ensured by the client library. This coordination is achieved by

passing the snapshot interval and the write-set from upstream to

downstream functions, and by updating the snapshot interval as a

result of the values read by each function along the path. In detail:

i) A downstream function 𝑓𝑑 receives from the upstream func-

tion 𝑓𝑢 a snapshot interval SI𝑑 == [𝑢low, 𝑢high], for the values read
by 𝑓𝑢 , and a write-set, with all the values written by upstream

function. The function sets the initial value of its snapshot interval

SI𝑑 = [𝑑low, 𝑑high] to SI𝑑 = SI𝑢 . A function 𝑓𝑑 with multiple par-

ents 𝑓𝑢 , 𝑓𝑢′ , . . . receives multiple snapshot intervals SI𝑢 , SI𝑢′ , . . .
and multiple write-sets. In this case, it merges the write-sets and

initiates [𝑑low, 𝑑high] as follows:

𝑑low = max(𝑢low, 𝑢 ′low, ...) ∧ 𝑑high = min(𝑑high, 𝑑 ′high, ...) (3)

If, as a result, 𝑑low > 𝑑high, this means that the upstream func-

tions have read from inconsistent snapshots and the transaction is

aborted.

ii) If the function 𝑓𝑑 needs to read one or more keys, it attempts

to read versions that are consistent with the snapshot interval

inherited from the upstream function(s). Depending on the versions

that are read by 𝑓𝑑 , the snapshot interval may be narrowed as a

result of applying Eq. 2. If the function 𝑓𝑑 cannot read a consistent

version, the transaction is aborted.

iii) Items written by 𝑓𝑑 are not sent to stable storage (nor to the

cache) and, therefore, are not made visible to other transactions.

They are added to the transaction’s write-set.

iv) The function 𝑓𝑑 passes the updated snapshot interval SI𝑑 (a

possibly narrowed version of the snapshot interval SI𝑢 inherited

from the upstream function(s)) and the write-set (possibly extended

with new values) to the next downstream function.

The root and the sink of functions have a slightly different be-

havior as explained below:

• The root function 𝑓root has no parent. It sets the snapshot

interval to SIroot = [−∞, +∞].
• The sink function, when and if it commits, stores the write

set of the transaction in the stable storage.

4.9 Algorithm Pseudo-Code
We provide a detailed description of the algorithms used to im-

plement FaaSTCC. The description is organized according to the

logical layers of the FaaSTCC design. We do not describe the imple-

mentation of the TCC storage layer, given that this is orthogonal

to the main contributions of this paper.

The client library layer, whose pseudo-code is captured in Algo-

rithm 1, is a layer that helps in ensuring that a transaction reads

consistent values and, also, reads its own writes. The library keeps

some transient state while a function is executed. Some of this state

called the DAG context, is passed to all children functions when a

function terminates. The remaining state is simply discarded.

When a DAG starts executing a context is created. The context
stores the snapshot interval (that is updated as the transaction

executes) and the write-set of the transaction (writes are applied

to the storage only when the DAG execution is concluded and the

transaction commits). This context is passed from a function to

all its children. If a child function has more than one parent (i.e.,

if the DAG includes functions that are executed in parallel), the

context inherited from the parents needs to be merged before the

child function starts execution (Alg. 1, Line 7). In this case, it may

happen that different parents read from incompatible snapshots; in

this case the transaction needs to be aborted (Alg. 1, Line 11).

In addition to the context, that is passed from function to func-

tion, the library also keeps a copy of the values that have been

previously read while executing function at the local worker (Alg. 1,

Line 16). If a function needs to read the same key again while exe-

cuting some DAG, the values previously returned is simply fetched

from the read-set. Note that, because the read-set may be large, it

is not passed explicitly in the context from one worker to another

worker. Each worker builds its own copy of the read-set, based on

the read operations performed locally. Since the snapshot interval
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Algorithm 1 Client Library Code

1: ⊲ Context_Init is executed once, for each DAG, before the first function is called

2: function Client_Context_Init

3: context.s_interval← [−∞, +∞]
4: context.write_set← ∅
5: ⊲ The context is passed to child function when a function terminates

6:

7: ⊲ Called before invoking a function after receiving context from parent(s)

8: functionMerge_Contexts(pc: set of contexts from parents)

9: context.s_interval← [max(pc.s_interval.𝑡low), min(pc.s_interval.𝑡high)]
10: if 𝑡low > 𝑡high then
11: abort

12: context.write_set← ⋃
pc𝑖 .write_set

13:

14: ⊲ Local_Init initializes transient state that is only kept while a function is executed

15: function Client_Library_Local_Init

16: library.read_set← ∅
17:

18: function Library_WriteTX(wset: set of ⟨key, value⟩)
19: context.write_set← context.write_set ∪ wset

20:

21: function Library_ReadTX(keys, in_interval = [𝑡low_in, 𝑡high_in ])
22: key_value_set← ∅
23: read_interval = [𝑡low, 𝑡high ] ← in_interval

24: for all k ∈ keys do
25: if ∃⟨𝑘, 𝑣⟩ ∈ context.write_set then
26: key_value_set← key_value_set ∪ {⟨𝑘, 𝑣⟩ }
27: else if ∃⟨𝑘, 𝑣⟩ ∈ library.read_set then
28: key_value_set← key_value_set ∪ {⟨𝑘, 𝑣⟩ }
29: else
30: ({ ⟨𝑘, 𝑣⟩ }, [𝑡low_k, 𝑡high_k ])← Cache_ReadTX({𝑘 }, read_interval)
31: if { ⟨𝑘, 𝑣⟩ } = ⊥ then
32: abort

33: else
34: read_interval← [max(𝑡low, 𝑡low_k),min(𝑡high, 𝑡high_k) ]
35: library.read_set← library.read_set ∪ {⟨𝑘, 𝑣⟩ }
36: key_value_set← key_value_set ∪ {⟨𝑘, 𝑣⟩ }
37: return (key_value_set, read_interval)

38:

39: ⊲ Called after the sink function terminates

40: function Commit

41: TCC_WriteTX(context.write_set)

is passed from one worker to another, different workers are en-

sured to obtain the same value for every key that is read during the

execution of the DAG.

The client library is also in charge of keeping all writes in the

transaction write-set, which is stored in the context. The write-set

needs to be passed from worker to worker because written values

only become visible when the transaction commits. If a function

reads a value previously written, the value is read directly from

the transaction context (Alg. 1, Line 25). If the key value is not

found in the write-set or in the cached read-set, the client library

requests the value from the worker’s node cache (Alg. 1, Line 30).

Note that every time the transaction performs a read operation,

the snapshot interval may be narrowed as explained in Section 4.5

(Alg. 1, Line 34). In some rare cases, when old values are garbage

collected prematurely from storage, the read may fail to find a value

that is consistent with the snapshot interval, and the transaction is

aborted (Alg. 1, Line 32).

The transaction write-set, kept in the context, is made persistent

upon commit (Alg. 1, Line 19). After the sink function of the DAG

executes, the write-set of the transaction is written to stable storage

(Alg. 1, Line 39). Note that values are written directly to the storage

and are not cached immediately. This allows other transactions to

read from snapshots that are stable (even if older), increasing the

chances that these transactions execute more efficiently.

Algorithm 2 Caching Layer Code

1: ⊲ Init is executed once, for all DAGs, at each worker

2: function Cache_Init

3: cache.values← ∅
4:

5: function Cache_ReadTX(k, read_interval = [𝑡low, 𝑡high ])
6: if �⟨k, v, t, p⟩ ∈ cache.values: 𝑝 ≥ 𝑡low ∧ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡high then
7: ⟨k, v, t, p⟩ ← TCC_ReadTX(k, 𝑡high)

8: if ⟨k, v, t, p⟩ = ⊥ then
9: abort

10: else
11: cache.values← cache.values ∪ {⟨k, v, t, p⟩ }
12: return ⟨k, v, t, p⟩ ∈ cache.values: 𝑝 ≥ 𝑡low ∧ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡high

13:

14: function Cache_notify(updates: set of ⟨key, value, timestamp, promise⟩)
15: cache.values← cache.values ∪ updates

The pseudo-code of the caching layer is provided in Algorithm 2.

The caching layer executes at each worker node and keeps the

most recent versions of keys that have been read by functions that

execute locally. The goal of the caching layer is to avoid unnecessary

calls to the storage layer. The caching layer keeps a set of cached

values, along with the corresponding timestamps and promises

provided by the storage layer (see Section 4.1 for the rationale

behind keeping promises). The caching uses the publish-subscribe

interface provided by the storage layer to obtain updates to any

of the cached values (Alg. 2, Line 14). We omit the subscription

tasks from the pseudo-code, as these are trivial. When the client

library needs a value, the cache first checks if it has a version that

is consistent with the snapshot interval used by that client (Alg. 2,

Line 6). If it exists, the library is served from the cache. If not, the

storage layer is contacted to refresh the cache (Alg. 2, Line 7). As

noted above, in some cases, the desired version may no longer be

available and the transaction is aborted. Otherwise, the new version

is added to the cache (Alg. 2, Line 11).

For clarity, in the pseudo-code of the client library layer and of

the caching layer, we read one value at the time (and make multiple

calls to the caching layer or to the storage layer, respectively); in

the actual implementation, for efficiency, a single call is made in

both cases to read all the missing values.

4.10 Correctness Argument
Consider a DAG execution and denote [𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ] the snapshot
interval used by the sink function 𝑠 . The correctness of FaaSTCC

derives from the following observations.

Observation 1. If all functions in the DAG read directly from the
storage, using the same snapshot timestamp 𝑡effective, the application
reads from a consistent snapshot.

Basis: This derives directly from fact that FaaSTCC uses a TCC

storage layer and that, by definition , the storage always return

values that are consistent at 𝑡effective. □

Observation 2. Reading a key value from FaaSTCC cache with
timestamp 𝑡effective is equivalent to reading directly from the storage
with timestamp 𝑡effective.

Basis: This derives from the fact that FaaSTCC only reads a version

𝑣 from the cache if the associated promise is larger than 𝑡effective.

Therefore, the version in the cache is guaranteed to be the same as

the one that would be returned by the storage. □
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Observation 3. The execution of the DAG, is equivalent to an execu-
tion where all functions read from a single snapshot 𝑡effective = 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ .

Basis: Assume some function 𝑝 in the DAG that has executed with

snapshot interval [𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ] and let 𝑐 be a child of function 𝑝 that

executes with snapshot interval [𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ]. The result is equiva-
lent to executing both functions with a single snapshot timestamp

𝑡effective = 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ . This derives from the fact that 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ≤ 𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ since

we take min of all promises when snapshot intervals are adjusted,

and that 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑤 ≥ 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑤 since we take max of all version timestamps

when snapshot intervals are adjusted. Therefore, [𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ] is
included in [𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ], and thus, the values read by 𝑝 when using

𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ are the same as the vales that 𝑝 would read if it would have

used 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ . This argument can be used inductively, starting with

the sink node and moving upwards in the DAG to the root node

to show that all functions have obtained the same result as if they

would have used 𝑡effective = 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ . □

Argument 1. When using FaaSTCC, DAGs read from a consistent
snapshot.

Basis: From Observation 3 the execution of the DAG using the set

of snapshot intervals is equivalent to an execution using a single

timestamp 𝑡effective = 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ . From Observation 2, reading at 𝑡effective
from the cache is equivalent from reading directly from the storage

at 𝑡effective. From Observation 1, if all functions read from the TCC

storage using 𝑡effective, all functions obtain a mutually consistent

state. □

5 Implementation
We have implemented FaaSTCC using the same C++ code-base

as HydroCache, making the appropriate changes to use the new

coordination mechanisms, and the use of the FaaSTCC TCC storage

layer. This ensures that the comparison with HydroCache, that we

present in the evaluation, is fair. For the Function-as-a-Service plat-

form, we used Cloudburst [42]; this allows us to compare FaaSTCC

with HydroChace in the same codebase (Hydrochache is also based

on Cloudburst). We use Anna [44] as the underling cloud store,

on top of which the FaaSTCC Storage layer is built. The FaaSTCC

storage layer has been implemented as a variant of Wren [41] that

supports our promise mechanism. More precisely, we have modi-

fied Wren’s interface to return the stable time (the timestamp of

the most recent transaction known to be visible at every partition),

that is used as the promise. This allowed us to extend Anna with

TCC guarantees. We use ZeroMQ [7] with Protocol Buffers [6] for

communication, and NTP [5] to synchronize the hybrid clocks used

by Wren. We used Anna’s notification mechanism to implement

our storage layer notification service.

The caching layer was implemented over the Cloudburst cache,

which is an in-memory key-value store. The executor threads use

the FaaSTCC library to communicate with the cache by Inter-

Process Communication (IPC). All the storage layer requests are

forwarded through the caching layer. Thus, the caching layer is

responsible for managing the request to the storage. In our imple-

mentation, the FaaSTCC client library is tightly coupled with the

cache layer, such that if two or more transactions require the same

version of a read-only object, only one copy is stored at the node.

All our code is open source and available at https://github.com/
FaaSTCC.

6 Evaluation
In this section, we presents an extensive experimental evaluation

of FaaSTCC. We compare FaaSTCC in terms of latency with Hydro-

Cache [45], the state-of-the-art approach to offer TCC guarantees

in FaaS settings.

6.1 Experiment Setup and Workloads
All experiments are run on the Grid’5000 experimental platform us-

ing dedicated servers. Each server consists of 1 Intel Xeon Gold 5220

CPU, with 18 cores, 96GB RAM, and 480 GB of SSD storage. Nodes

are connected through shared 25Gbps switches. The measured la-

tency within the cluster was approximately 0.15 ms. Clocks were
synchronized through an NTP server running within the cluster.

We deployed the two systems in a Kubernetes cluster. For our test-

bench we allocated 18 nodes, used to run multiple virtual machines

with the following physical machine distribution: 4 machines for

Anna replicas, for a total of 16 Anna partitions, 10 machines for

Cloudburst nodes, deploying a total of 40 computing pods. Each pod

consists of 3 executor threads and 1 cache thread. We used 2 ma-

chines for clients, deploying 16 clients threads, 1 machine reserved

for system managers, such as the Cloudburst Scheduler, Anna’s

Routing and Monitoring and 1 machine for kubernetes control

plane’s components.

Each client sequentially issues 1000 DAG execution requests

(effectively, we more than double the amount of load used in the

original HydroCache evaluation). The cache refresh period for snap-

shot updates was set to 50ms. Our dataset was 100000 keys, each

with an 8-byte payload. When comparing with the original Hy-

droCache evaluation, we opted to use smaller objects and also a

smaller number of objects to reduce the time needed to populate

the database, which was consuming a large fraction of the time

required to run the experiments; given that we have limited access

to the experimental testbed, this was instrumental to run the large

number of experiments reported here. Cache sizes are unbounded

and were pre-warmed to remove the data retrieval overheads from

the storage layer.

As in HydroCache, our benchmarks evaluate sequential DAGs,

which are chains of six sequentially executed functions. The result

of each upstream function is passed in as an argument to the down-

stream function. The arguments are references to two keys in the

storage (drawn from a Zipfian distribution). At the end of a DAG,

the sink function writes its result into a key (drawn from a Zipfian

distribution).

Transactions can be executed in two distinct modes: static and

dynamic. With static transactions, all the keys that will be read in

all functions are known a priori, and this read-set does not change

during the execution. With dynamic transactions, the read-set of a

function is unknown until the function executes.

6.2 Contribution of FaaSTCC Mechanisms
We start by showing that the combination of the use of promises

and snapshot intervals is relevant to maximize the use of the cache.

In Figure 3 we show the normalized transaction latency for three

different configurations of FaaSTCC. The first, is a configuration

that uses a fixed snapshot and where promises are not available; in

this case, unless the exact version that matches the fixed snapshot

is found in the cache, the system must always read from the storage.

The second configuration uses the promises to validate the content
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Figure 4. FaaSTCC vs HydroCache executing

of the cache, but still reads from a fixed snapshot. The last uses

both the promise and the snapshot interval. When using a fixed

snapshot, we have selected the promise of the first key read by

the DAG as the value to be used during the entire execution. As it

can be seen, the use of promises is responsible for 29% of the gains

achieved by FaaSTCC and snapshot intervals bring an additional

23% reduction in latency. This shows that both mechanisms are

relevant and should be used in combination. In the rest of the

evaluation, we only show values for the full version of FaaSTCC,

with both mechanisms active.

6.3 Latency and Throughput
We now compare the performance of FaaSTCC against HydroCache

for both static and dynamic transactions. For these experiments,

we varied the skew in the keys accessed by the DAGs functions

(i.e., some keys are more accessed than others) and measured its

effect on the DAG’s latency and system throughput. We modeled

the data access pattern using a Zipfian distribution. The results are

presented in Figure 4. Note that FaaSTCC has the same performance

with both static and dynamic transactions because our mechanisms

do not require prior knowledge of the read-set, and work similarly

in both cases.

It can be observed that the advantages of FaaSTCC, when us-

ing static transactions are relatively small. This happens because,

for static transactions, both systems have advantages and disad-

vantages. On one hand, FaaSTCC leverages the storage layer to

read from a consistent snapshot and avoid aborts, while with Hy-

droCache almost 9% of the transactions abort. On the other hand,

HydroCache metadata is more detailed, and therefore HydroCache

performs slightly better at avoiding false conflicts: 70% of DAG
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Figure 5. Metadata size: median (bar) and P99 (whisker).

functions can be executed only using the cache with HydroCache

for Zipf = 1.0, while only 60% of the transactions can avoid reading

from storage with FaaSTCC. As a result, FaaSTCC and HydroCache

present almost the same median latency with static transactions.

Still, FaaSTCC exhibits a lower tail latency (50% lower for Zipf = 1.5

and 20% lower for Zipf = 1.0).

The differences between FaaSTCC and HydroCache are striking

with dynamic transactions. Because the read-set of functions is

unknown beforehand, HydroCache needs to carry large amounts

of metadata from function to function to ensure that it reads from a

consistent snapshot. This information needs to be passed, because

it is impossible to guess which dependencies are going to be needed

downstream. FaaSTCC uses less metadata and has much lower

overhead in this scenario. Furthermore, HydroCache often needs

multiple accesses to the store when there is a cache miss while,

by leveraging the storage layer, FaaSTCC is always able to fetch

the right version in a single access to the storage. These effects

combined allow FaaSTCC to offer 5x lower average latency and

approximately 6x lower tail latency than HydroCache with dynamic

transactions.

As expected, the throughput increases proportionally with the

decrease in latency. Because clients are working in a closed loop

(and start a new transaction as soon as the previous transaction

finishes), they can execute more transactions when the average

latency is smaller. This is clear when comparing Figures 4a and 4b.

6.4 Metadata Size
As was noted before, the high latency of running dynamic transac-

tions in HydroCache is partially caused by the size of the metadata

carried from function to function. We have measured the amount

of metadata exchanged between functions, by both HydroCache

and FaaSTCC, when running the experiments used to obtain the

results presented in Figure 4. The average size of the metadata,

measured in bytes, is depicted in Figure 5. The size of the metadata

used by FaaSTCC is constant and limited to the two timestamps

that define the snapshot interval ([𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 𝑢ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ]). We can observe

that HydroCache metadata size is tightly coupled with the skew

of the workload: with Zipf = 1, median metadata size transferred

between functions is 72KB, 4500× larger than FaaSTCC. This effect

decreases when the workload skew increases, because more skewed

workloads tend to have fewer objects in the causal past. However,

for Zipf = 1.5, HydroCache still uses more than 13KB, i.e., 850×
more metadata than FaaSTCC.

6.5 Accessing the Storage
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show, for different Zipfian distributions, the

number of communication rounds required and the number of

bytes transferred, when satisfying a read request from the stor-

age. Thanks to the use of the TCC storage layer, FaaSTCC requires
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one single access to the storage to retrieve a TCC consistent snap-

shot. We can observe that the number of communication rounds

in HydroCache varies significantly with the workload skew. In

fact, due to the phenomenon previously described in Section 4.1, as

the skew increases, so does the number of communication rounds

required by HydroCache to fetch a consistent version. We have

observed that, with Zipf = 1.5, some functions have used up to 23

rounds of communication with the storage layer. Figure 7 shows

that this increase not only impacts the latency but also induces

more bandwidth consumption, due to the metadata used in Hydro-

Cache. FaaSTCC needs fewer data to be transferred due to smaller

metadata size, and most of the requests to the storage send only

metadata to update the promise.

6.6 Cache Consumption
We now compare the amount of cache memory used by FaaSTCC

in comparison with HydroCache. For this purpose, we measured

the size of the cache at the end of each run. We have performed this

experiment with varying Zipfian distributions. The results are de-

picted in Figure 8, normalized using the size of the HydroCache as

the reference. We can observe that for moderate skews (Zipf = 1.0),

HydroCache needs to store more keys and those keys have more

metadata associated. Storing the dependencies of the dependencies

in the cache is essential to ensure consistency. However, it has the

associated cost of storing a large number of keys and the associ-

ated metadata that may never be accessed. FaaSTCC only stores

keys that have been previously accessed by the executor functions,
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thus reducing the number of stored keys significantly in the cache

compared with HydroCache’s approach. Moreover, HydroCache’s

metadata requires more space as it uses explicit dependencies to

track causality. These dependencies grow depending on the skew

of the workload, as a lower skewed workload means that the write

transactions are dependent on a broader set of keys.

6.7 Bounded Cache Size
We now discuss the impact of the size of the cache in the perfor-

mance of FaaSTCC. Typically, FaaS providers offer consumption-

based pricing, meaning that storing keys that are rarely accessed

comes at a financial cost. Therefore, it may be relevant to impose

limits on the memory consumed by the caching layer. To assess

how the systems perform with a bounded cache, we have run ex-

periments with different cache sizes. In the experiments, we set

the cache size as a percentage of the full size of the cache if the

same workload was executed with no limits. We use a LRU policy to

replace cache entries. This experiment also shows the performance

of FaaSTCC with the cache disabled (cache size 0%).

Figure 9 shows the end-to-endDAG execution latency for FaaSTCC

and HydroCache for both static and dynamic transactions when

using a moderate workload skew (Zipf = 1.0). For small cache sizes,

FaaSTCC has 2.2𝑥 lower median latency and 5.1𝑥 lower tail latency

than HydroCache. When the cache is small, functions need to ac-

cess the storage more often, and this is particularly expensive in

HydroCache. Also, accessing the storage increases the chances that

the required version was already overwritten, requiring the DAG

to abort. Note that the values for FaaSTCC are the same for static
and dynamic transactions: this is due to the fact that the operation

of FaaSTCC is oblivious to this parameter, and runs exactly the

same algorithm in both cases. HydroCache, instead, performs a

number of optimizations with static transactions that cannot be

implemented with dynamic transactions.

These results also highlight the importance of the combined

effect of the mechanisms implemented by FaaSTCC. On one hand,

the advantages of the use of small metadata, are clear since even

with the cache disable, FaaSTCC can outperform or approximate

the performance of HydroCache with the cache enabled. On the

other hand, the results also show that the caching layer is key to

improve performance: the FaaSTCC latency with the cache enabled

is reduced to approximately half of the latency without cache.

6.8 DAG Size
We now assess how the DAG size affects the execution of the indi-

vidual functions that belong to a given transaction. For this purpose

we have executed FaaSTCC and HydroCache with different DAG

sizes and different workload skews. Ideally, the average function

execution time should be the same, regardless of the size of the
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Figure 10. Median latency as a function of the DAG size.

DAG of the enclosing transactions. However, there are two phe-

nomena that contribute to an increase in the function execution

time when longer DAGs are used. In HydroCache the metadata size

grows significantly with the size of the DAG. In FaaSTCC, longer

DAGs are associated with larger read-sets which, in turn, reduce the

width of the snapshot interval. Figure 10a and Figure 10b report the

average execution time of each function in the DAG, i.e., the time

it takes to execute the entire transaction divided by the number

of functions in the DAG. As it can be seen, with both systems, the

average execution time of each individual function increases with

the DAG size. However, as it can be observed, this effect is much

more pronounced on HydroCache.

For static transactions, because the read-set is known before the

transaction starts, HydroCache optimizes the metadata transferred

from function to function to ensure consistency. In this case, the

observed increase in the function execution time is mainly domi-

nated by cache-misses. Because FaaSTCC is guaranteed to get the

correct version in a single access to the storage, it is less affected

by this factor.

For dynamic transactions, HydroCache requires significantly

more metadata to be transferred between functions to ensure coor-

dination than FaaSTCC. The coordination overhead in HydroCache

is so large that the execution time of each function increases sharply

for larger DAGs. This is particularly noticeable for workloads that

have lower skew and tend to access a larger number of objects. In

this setting, the time it takes for HydroCache to execute a function

in the context of a long DAG can be roughly 5𝑥 larger than the time

it takes to execute the same function in a short DAG. FaaSTCC,

instead, is almost immune to this problem.
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6.9 Latency Overhead w.r.t. Eventual Consistency
Finally, we evaluate the overhead of both HydroCache and FaaSTCC

when compared with the base Cloudburst implementation. Fig-

ure 11 shows the normalized latency of both systems w.r.t. Cloud-

burst. It can be observed that FaaSTCC is on-par with HydroCache

for static transactions, with an overhead ranging from 1.2𝑥 to 2𝑥

slower than Cloudburst, depending on the workload skew. Note

that Cloudburst only offers eventual consistency and has no trans-

actional support. Furthermore, FaaSTCC has the same performance

with static and dynamic transactions unlike HydroCache, where

the overhead increases substantially (up to 6.3𝑥) with dynamic

transactions.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have proposed a novel architecture to offer trans-

actional causal consistency to applications implemented using the

FaaS paradigm. We combine the use of a TCC storage service with

two key mechanisms to improve the cache usage: promises, that

help in assessing if the cached values are still valid, and snapshot

intervals, that support the lazy evaluation of the read snapshot in or-

der to maximize the cache usage. Our design brings two significant

advantages: i) it requires the exchange of significantly less informa-

tion between caches and ii) it avoids long sequences of accesses to

the storage system. While the performance of HydroCache signifi-

cantly drops for dynamic transactions and less skewed workloads,

the performance of FaaSTCC is oblivious to the static/dynamic

nature of the workload and relatively stable across different skews.

Also, with skewed workloads (the most favorable scenario for Hy-

droCache), FaaSTCC offers much lower tail latency. In fact, we have

shown that FaaSTCC can achieve up to 5𝑥 lower average latency

and 6𝑥 lower tail latency than HydroCache.

Although we have focused on Transactional Causal Consistency,

we believe that the mechanisms introduced here, namely promises

and snapshot intervals, can be useful to support other consistency

criteria. In particular, we are planning to extend our architecture

to support stronger semantics, such as Snapshot Isolation.
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